
Real Time Cinematic :

Gameplay:

Amicia and Arthur went to get something in town. Meanwhile, Hugo asks Mélie if she can
teach him how to hunt. Mélie refuses for a while, justifying that Amicia does not want him
to learn this. But Hugo really insists, and she accepts. Not far from their campfire, they spot
a boar. Hugo must be discreet otherwise the animal could attack him. But Hugo is too eager,
and the boar charges, seriously injuring the young boy.

Cinematic :

Amicia returns with Arthur and finds Mélie in tears treating Hugo.

Amicia :
Hugo ! What’s happened ?!

Hugo (he screams in pain and coughs)

Mélie :
I’m, I'm sorry Amicia, he’s asked me…

Amicia :
Hugo, Hugo can you hear me !? Give water, he’s so hot ! What happened, Mélie ?!

Mélie : (Mélie taking a deep breath)
He asked me to teach him how to hunt…

Amicia :
Oh Lord, he’s so wet, Hugo stay with me please. (Hugo is dizzy). No, no, no Hugo, stay with

me… Arthur takes this cloth and presses here, I must find a doctor

Mélie :
Amicia I’m so sorry

Amicia :
No! don't talk to me, you almost killed my brother, but what took you, he's just a kid

Mélie :
I know, but the boar was far away and we were hiding and…

Amicia :
The boar !? You took my brother hunting a boar!? Are you mad !?

Arthur :
We’re losing him, stop arguing and find a solution…

Amicia :



You couldn't help disobeying me, right? Was it too hard for you to take an order from a
highborn?

Mélie :
An order !? Our princess is giving us orders now, open your eyes, Hugo is completely stuck in
this life of flight, and out of fear, I thought that giving him a few minutes of pleasure could

help him stop thinking about everything that is happening to us.

Amicia :
You're unconscious, Hugo didn't grow up on the streets like you, he had a family!

Mélie and Amicia start to fight together and Arthur is trying to stop her. Suddenly Hugo gets
up and tries to calm them down, but he collapses, forcing Amicia to stop. Amicia picks up
Hugo who just fell to the ground.

Amicia :
We'll talk about it later, we need to find a doctor

Mélie :
Amicia, I’m really sorry

Amicia :
No you’re not, not yet…

Gameplay :

Amicia transports Hugo on the road, and reassures him until the arrival in the village. She
cries and has visions of Hugo and her on the road to the village.


